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PHOTONICS ANTENNAS FOR BIOLOGY
Tools for biosensing and cellular imaging

OBJECTIVES
 The first objective of NanoVista is to pioneer the technological development of novel photonic antenna
geometries (probes & 2D arrays) with improved physical properties that will provide both ultrasensitive
detection at high sample concentrations in fluids and simultaneous spatial nanometric resolution and sub-ms
time resolution in living cells.
 The second objective of the project is to develop high-throughput large-scale nanofabrication of photonic
antenna arrays fully compatible with biomolecule detection and live cell nanoimaging while ensuring low cost,
improved performance, substrate and design flexibility.
 The third objective of the consortium is to demonstrate the improved performance and functionality of the
bionanophotonic technology for a) ultra-sensitive detection of biomolecules for diagnostic purposes with
transferability into a potential market product and b) nanoimaging and nanospectroscopy on living cells being
fundamental in strategic applications of cell biology and immunology.
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KICK OFF

Fig. The European consortium of NanoVista met on the 10th of January 2012 to launch officially the project.

NEWS
 During the first year, the consortium achieved the design and characterization of many antennas geometries such as: dipole
antennas, gap-dipole antennas, bowtie nano-apertures (BNA), monopole antennas on BNA, nanostar antennas and asymmetric gap
antennas, as well as 2D antennas arrays allowing the generation of illumination hotspots free of background contribution from far
field excitation. They are being tested on individual molecules embedded in thin polymer layers and for nano-imaging of cell surface
receptors on intact cells.
 In addition, two major processes of fabrication have been explored: direct metal nanocutting and stencil lithography.
 Last, ultra-sensitive detection of biomolecules for diagnostic purposes has been pushed forward based on two approaches: FCS
signal enhancement on dimer-antennas embedded in nano-boxes, extending this technique to single pair FRET measurements of
proteins bound to DNA at similarly high concentrations using Al-based dimers on boxes, and new technology based on highly
geometrically and optically uniform ensembles of high aspect ratio triangular silver nanoplate (TSNP) antennas with excellent
ensemble local surface plasmon refractive index sensitivities.
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